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INTRA-CLUSTER COORDINATION FOR

CELL CLUSTERING INTERFERENCE MITIGATION

BACKGROUND

j Wireless communication networks are widely deployed to provide various

communication services such as voice, video, packet data, messaging, broadcast, and the like.

These wireless networks may be multiple-access networks capable of supporting multiple

users by sharing the available network resources.

002 A . wireless communication network may include a number of base stations or

Node-Bs that can support communication for a number of user equipments (UEs). A UE may

communicate with a base station v a downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) transmissions. The

downlink (or forward link) refers to the communication link from the base station to the E,

and the uplink (or reverse l nk) refers to th communication link from the UE to the base

station

3 Multiple access technologies may use Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD) or

Time Division Duplexing (TDD) to provide uplink and downlink communications over one

or more carriers TDD operation offers flexible deployments without requiring paired

spectrum resources. Cell clustering and synchronization of uplink and downlink resources

between base stations may be used to assist in interference mitigation, but may pose

challenges for meeting rapidly changing load conditions.

SUMMARY

4 Described embodiments support dynamic intra-cluster coordination for TDD UL-

DL reconfiguration. In embodiments, distributed TDD UL-DL reconfiguration techniques

provide fully distributed, fair, an collision-free intra-cluster coordination of TDD UL-DL

reconfiguration with adaptive reconfiguration on the order of a single frame period. some

embodiments, new physical layer signaling and or techniques are defined tor supporting

dynamic intra-cluster coordination using distributed TDD UL-DL reconfiguration. Cel

weighting techniques may be used so that distributed TDD U L-D reconfiguration of the cell

cluster ca be weighted towards cells of the cluster with higher load (e.g., DL and/or UL

load).



θθί 5| In some embodiments, cells within a cell cluster independently determine their

preferred TDD UL-DL. reconfiguration. One or more cells of the cluster may be eligible cells

for a transmission opportunity to determine the TDD UL-DL reconfiguration for the cluster.

Each of th eligible cells may determine the configuring ce t. Determination of the

configuring cell may be based on a pseudo-random function of cell identifiers of the set. of

eligible cel ls. The conf uring ceil may transmit the TDD UL-DL reconfiguration during the

transmission opportunity. Other cells of the cluster may acknowledge the transmitted TDD

UL- DL recon lgura o ,

{0006} n some embodiments, special subframes of the current TDD frame sequence that

serve as a switching point between D L and UL transmissions are used fo transmission of

TDD UL-DL reconfiguration messages from the configuring cell and transmission of ACK

messages from other cells of the cluster. The TDD UL-DL reconfiguration messages may be

sent in a guard period of the special subframe. The TDD UL-DL reconfiguration message

may be an orthogonal sequence based on signature determined by its cel D. A cyclic shift

of the orthogonal sequence may be associated with a predetermined TDD UL-DL

configuration. ACK messages may also be orthogonal sequences and may inciude the

predetermined TDD UL-DL- configuration.

{0007] Embodiments are directed to a method for coordinating TDD UL-DL configuration

for a cell cluster of wireless communications network. The method mav inciude selecting,

at a cell in the cell cluster, a provisional TDD UL-DL configuration for a subsequent TDD

frame, determining a configuring ceil, from a set of eligible cells, for a transmission

opportunity associated with UL-DL configuration for the subsequent TDD frame, the set of

eligible cells including the ceil and a leas one other cel in the cell cluster, and transmitting,

if the cell is the configuring cell, the provisional TDD UL-DL. configuration for the

subsequent TDD frame in the transmission opportunity. Determining the configuring cell

may be based on a leas one of a pseudo-random, relative load, available capacity , fairness,

priority, or tokenized function based at least in part on cell identifiers of the set of eligible

cells

008] in some embodiments, reconfiguration sent during one frame becomes effective the

ne t frame. For example, the transmission opportunity for TDD UL-DL reconfiguration may

be within a TDD frame immediately preceding the subsequent TD frame where



reconfiguration becomes effective. The transmission opportunity may be within a gap period

between downlink and uplink transmission portions of a subfrarne of the TDD frame.

Transmission of the TDD UL-DL reconfiguration may include transmitting an orthogonal

sequence base on a ce l identifier of the cell. A cyclic shift of the orthogonal sequence may

be associated with one TDD UL-DL configuration of a set of predefined TDD UL-DL

configurations for the wireless communications network.

| 9 j In some embodiments, the method in udes receiving, if the cell is not the

configuring cell, a TDD UL-DL configuration for the subsequent TD frame from the

configuring ce l and utilizing the TDD UL-D configuration for the subsequent TDD frame.

The method ma include transmitting an acknowledgement of the received TDD UL-DL

configuration. The TDD UL-DL configuration may be received within a gap period between

downlink and uplink subframes of a TDD frame an the acknowledgement may be

transmitted within a subsequent gap period within the TDD frame. The acknowledgement

may include th received TDD UL-DL configuration,

θί ] In some embodiments, the method includes determining the set of eligible cells

based at least in part on eligible intervals and ho doff periods for cells of the cell cluster. The

method may include determining that the cel is in the set of eligible cells for a pre deter ined

number of additional TDD frames based a least in part on determining that the cell is the

configuring cell. All ceils of the cluster may use the same holdoff period while eligible

intervals may vary by cell an may be based at least in part on loading metrics of the cells.

Embodiments are directed to a method for communicating TD UL-DL

configurations between cells of a cell cluster of a wireless communications network. The

method may include generating, at a ce l of the eel! cluster, an orthogonal sequence encoded

with a eel! identifier of the eel! and an UL-DL configuration for a subsequent frame of a TDD

carrier and transmitting, to at least one cel of the cell cluster, the orthogonal sequence during

a first special subfrarne of a first frame of the TDD carrier.

[00 1 In some embodiments, the method includes receiving, from the at least one cell, an

acknowledgement of reception of the orthogonal sequence by the at least one cell. The

acknowledgement may be received during a second special subfrarne of the first frame or

during a second special subfrarne of a second frame subsequent to the first frame. The

received acknowledgement may include an orthogonal acknowledgement sequence, where



the orthogonal acknowledgement sequence s encoded w the L-D configuration. The

orthogonal sequence may be transmitted within a gap period between downlink and uplink

transmission portions of the fi rst special subtrajme A cyclic shift of the orthogonal sequence

may be associated with the UL-DL configuration.

001 ] Embodiments are directed to a apparatus for coordinating TDD UL-DL

configuration for a cell cluster of a wireless communications network. The apparatus may

include means for selecting, at a cell in the cell cluster, a provisional TDD UL-DL

configuration for a subsequent TDD frame, means for determining a configuring cell, f om a

set of eligible cells, for a transmission opportunity' associated with UL-DL configuration for

the subsequent TDD fr ame, the set of eligible cells including the cell and at least one other

cell in the cell cluster, and means for transmitting, if the cell is the configuring cell, the

provisional TDD UL-DL configuration f r the subsequent TD frame in the transmission

opportunity. The provisional TDD UL-DL configuration may be transmitted in an

orthogonal sequence based on a ce l identifier of the ceil.

{0014] In some embodiments, the apparatus includes means for determining the

configuring cell based on a pseudo-random function based at least in part o cell identifiers

of the set of eligible cells. The apparatus may include means for receiving if the cell is not.

the configuring cell, TDD UL-DL configuration for the subsequent TDD frame from the

configuring cell, and means for utilizing the TDD UL-DL configuration for the subsequent

TDD frame. The apparatus may include means for transmitting an acknowledgement of the

received TDD UL -DL configuration. The apparatus may include means for determining the

set of eligible cells based at least i part o eligible intervals and ho kio tT periods for cells of

the ce l cluster. n some embodiments, reconfiguration sen during one frame becomes

effective the next frame. For example, the transmission opportunity for TDD UL-DL

reconfiguration may be within a TDD frame immediately preceding the subsequent TDD

frame where reconfiguration becomes effective.

00 Embodiments are directed to an apparatus for communicating TDD UL-DL

configurations between ceils of a ce ll cluster of a wireless communications network. The

appara tus may include means fo generating, at a cell of the cell cluster, an orthogonal

sequence encoded with a cell identifier of the cell and an UL-DL configuration for a

subsequent frame of a TDD carrier, and means for transmitting, to at least one cell of the cell



cluster, the orthogonal sequence during a first special subframe of a first frame of the TDD

carrier.

66 6] In some embodiments, the apparatus includes means for receiving, from the at least

one cell, an acknowledgement of reception of the orthogonal sequence by the at least one cell

during a second special subframe of the first frame. The apparatus may include means for

receiving, from the at least one cell, an acknowledgement of reception of the orthogonal

sequence by the at least one cell during a second special subframe of a second frame

subsequent to the first frame, The apparatus may include means for transmitting the

orthogonal sequence within a gap period between downlink and uplink transmission portions

of the first special subframe. A cyclic shift of the orthogonal sequence may be associated

with the UL-DL co igura i n.

6 !7] Embodiments are directed to a computer program product for coordinating TDD

UL-DL configuration for a cell cluster of wireless o u icatiors network. The computer

program product may include a non-transitory computer-readable medium including code for

causing a computer to select, at a cell in the cell cluster, a provisional TDD UL-DL

configuration for a subsequent TDD frame, code for causing the computer to determine a

configuring cell, from a set of eligible cells, for a transmission opportunity associated with

UL-DL configuration for the subsequent TDD frame, the set of eligible ceils including the

ce l and at least one other ce l in the cell cluster, and code for causing the computer to

transmit, if the ceil is the configuring cell, the provisional TDD UL-D configuration for the

subsequent TDD frame in th transmission opportunity. The transmission opportunity may

be a transmission opportunity within a TDD frame immediately preceding the subsequent

TDD frame.

(0018) in some embodiments, the non-transitory computer-readable medium includes code

for causing the computer to determine the configuring cell based on a pseudo-random

function based at least in part on cell identifiers of the set of eligible cells. The non-transitory

computer-readable medium may include code for causing the computer t receive, if the cell

is not the configuring cell a TDD UL-DL configuration for the subsequent TDD frame from

the configuring cell, and code for causing the computer to utilize the TDD UL-DL

configuration for the subsequent TDD frame.



θθ! | In some embodiments, the .non-lransitory computer-readable medium includes code

for causing the computer o determine the set of eligible cells based at least in pari on eligible

intervals a d o periods for cells of the cell cluster. The non-transitory computer-

readable medium may include code for causing the computer to transmit an orthogonal

sequence based on a cel l identifier of the cel l

2 Embodiments are directed to a computer program product for communicating TDD

UL-DL configurations between cells of a cell cluster of a wireless communications network.

The computer program product may include a non-iransiiory computer-readable medium

including code for causing a computer to generate, at a cell of the cell cluster, an orthogonal

sequence encoded with a cel identifier of the cel and an UL-DL configuration for a

subsequent frame of a TDD carrier, and code for causing the computer to transmit, to at least

one cell of the cell cluster, the orthogonal sequence during a firs special subframe of a first

frame of the TD carrier.

002 n some embodiments, the non-transitory computer-readable medium includes code

for causing the computer to receive, fro the at least one cell, a acknowledgement of

reception of the orthogonal sequence by the at least one eel! during a second special subframe

of the first frame. The non-transitory computer-readable medium may include code for

causing the computer to receive, from the at least one cell, an acknowledgement of reception

of the orthogonal sequence by the at least one cell during a second special subframe of a

second frame subsequent to the first frame. The non-transitory computer-readable medium

may include code for causing the computer to transmit the orthogonal sequence within a gap

period between downlink and uplink transmission portions of the first special subframe.

0022) Embodiments are directed to a communications device for coordinating TDD UL-

DL configuration for a cell cluster of a wireless communications network including at least

one processor configured to select, at a cel in the cell cluster, a provisional TDD UL-DL

configuration for a subsequent TDD frame, determine a configuring cell, from a set of

eligible cells, for a transmission opportunity associated with UL-D configuration for the

subsequent TDD frame, the set of eligible cells including the cell and at least one other cell i n

the cell cluster, and transmit, if the cel is the configuring cell, the provisional TDD UL-DL

configuration for the subsequent TDD frame in the transmission opportunity . The



transmission opportunity .may be a transmission opportunity within a TDD frame

immediately preceding the subsequent TDD frame

| 2 3 j In some embodiments, the at ieast. one processor s configured to determine the

configuring cell based on a pseudo-random function based at least n part on cel identifiers

of the set o f eligible cells. The a least one processor may b e con figured to receive, if the cell

is not the configuring ceil, a D D -D configuration for the subsequent TDD frame from

the configuring cell, and utilize the TDD UL-DL configuration tor t e subsequent TDD

frame. The at least one processor may be configured to determine the set of eligible cells

based at least in part on eligible intervals and hoIdoff pe ods for cells of the cell cluster. The

at ieast one processor may be configured to transmit a . orthogonal sequence based on a eel!

identifier of the cei

{0024] Embodiments are directed to a communications device for communicating TDD

UL-DL configurations between cells o f a cell cluster of a wireless communications network

including at least one processor configured to generate, at a cel o f the cell cluster, an

orthogonal sequence encoded with a ceil identifier of the ce and an UL-DL configuration for

a subsequent frame of a TDD carrier, and transmit, to at ieast one cell of the cell cluster, the

orthogonal sequence during a first special su ra e o f first frame of the T D carrier.

{0025] n some embodiments, the at leas one processor is configured to receive, from the

at least one cell, an acknowledgement of reception of the orthogonal sequence by the at least

one cell during a second special subframe of the first fra . The a leas one processor may

be configured to receive, from the a t least one cell, an acknowledgement of reception of the

orthogonal sequence by the at least one cell during a second special subframe of a second

frame subsequent to the first frame. The at least on processor may be configured to transmit

the orthogonal sequence within a gap period between downlink and uplink transmission

portions of the first special subframe.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

{0026] A further understanding of the nature and advantages o f the present invention may

be realized by reference to the following drawings. n the appended figures, similar

components or features may have the same reference label. Further, various components o f

the same type may be distinguished by following the reference label by a dash and a second



label that distinguishes among the similar components. If only the first reference label is

used the specification, the description is applicable to any one of the similar components

having the same first reference label irrespective of the second reference label

{0027] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an example of a wireless communications system in

accordance with various embodiments;

62 ] F G 2 illustrates a Cell Clustering interference Mitigation environment w th cells

grouped according to cell clusters in accordance with various embodiments;

f0029j F G. 3 illustrates a method for intra-c luster coordination of TDD UL-DL

configuration in accordance wit various erabodimenis;

{0030] FIGS. 4A and 4B are timing diagrams illustrating TDD UL-DL reconfiguration

using physical layer signaling during special subframes in accordance with various

embodiments;

{0031] FIG. 5 illustrates an orthogonal sequence 500 for transmitting TDD UL-DL

configurations in accordance with various embodiments ;

{ 3 IG. 6A is a timing diagram illustrating timing of orthogonal sequences transmitted

for dynamic TDD UL-DL reconfiguration in a TDD frame having a half-period TDD

switching period in accordance with various embodiments;

{0033] FIG. 68 is a timing diagram illustrating timing of orthogonal sequences transmitted

for dynamic TDD UL-DL reconfiguration in a TDD frame where the TD switching period

is equal to the radio frame period in accordance with various embodiments;

{0034] FIG. 6C is a timing diagram 600-b illustrating alternative timing of preamble

sequences transmitted for dynamic TDD UL-DL. reconfiguration in a TDD frame where the

TDD switching period is equal to the radio frame period in accordance with various

e bodi ents

{0035] F G. 7 illustrates a method for weighted dynamic distributed TDD UL-DL

reconfiguration in accordance with various embodiments;

{0036] FIG. 8 is a timing diagram that illustrates an example sequence of weighted

dynamic distributed TDD UL-DL. reconfiguration in accordance wit various embodiments;



37| FIGS. A .and 9B illustrate devices for supporting dynamic distributed TDD -.D

reconfiguration within cell clusters in accordance with various embodiments;

|0038j F G. 0 illustrates a device 1000 for communicating TDD UL-DL reconfiguration

within cell clusters in accordance with various embodiments; and

3 ] FIG, . shows a block diagram of a communications system that may be configured

for supporting d amic distributed TDD UL-DL reconfiguration within ceil clusters in

accordance with various embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

4 ] Described embodiments are directed to systems and methods for supporting

dynamic intra-cluster coordination for TDD UL-DL reconfiguration. In em bodiments

distributed TDD UL-DL reconfiguration techniques provide fully distributed, fair, and

collision- free intra-cluster coordination of TDD U L-DL reconfiguration with adapti ve

reconfiguration on the order of single frame period, n some embodiments, new physical

layer signaling and or techniques are defined for supporting dynamic intra-cluster

coordination using distributed TDD UL-DL reconfiguration. Ceil weighting techniques may

be used so that distributed TDD UL-DL reconfiguration of the cel cluster can be weighted

towards cells of the cluster with higher load (e.g., DL and/or UL load).

] In some embodiments, cells within a cel cluster independently determine their

preferred TDD UL-DL reconfiguration. On or more cells of th cluster may be eligible cells

for a iransmission opportunity to determine the TDD UL-DL reconfiguration for the cluster.

Each of the eligible cell may determine the configuring cel . Determination of the

configuring cell may be based on a pseudo-random function of cell identifiers of the set of

eligible cells. The configuring ceil av transmit the TDD UL-DL reconfiguration during the

transmission opportunity. Other cells of the cluster may acknowledge the transmitted TDD

UL-DL recoil figura ion

f01142 ] In some embodiments, special subframes of the current TDD frame sequence that

serve as a switching point between DL and UL transmissions are used for transmission of

TDD UL-DL reconfiguration messages from the configuring cell and transmission of ACK

messages from other cells of the cluster. The TDD UL-DL reconfiguration messages may be

sent in a guard period of the special suhtrame. The TDD UL-DL reconfigura tion message



may be an orthogonal sequence based on a signature determined by its cell ID. A cyclic shift

of the orthogonal sequence may be associated with a predetermined TDD UL-DL

configuration. ACK messages may also be orthogonal sequences and may include the

predetermined TDD UL-DL configuration.

Techniques described herei may be use for various wireless communications

systems such as cellular wireless systems, Peer-to-Peer wireless communications, wireless

local access networks (WLANs), ad hoc networks, satellite communications systems, and

other systems, The terras "system" and "network" are often used interchangeably. These

wireless communications systems ay employ a variety of radio communication

technologies such as Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), Time Division Multiple

Access (TDMA), Frequency Division Multiple Access (EDM A), Orthogonal FDMA.

(OFDMA), Single-Carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA), and/or other radio technologies. Generally,

wireless communications are conducted according to a standardized implementaiion of one or

more radio communication technologies called a Radio Access Technology (RAT). A

wireless communications system or network that implements a Radio Access Technology

may be called a Radio Access Network (RAN).

0044] Examples of Radio Access Technologies employing CDMA techniques include

C MA2 0 , Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (UTRA), etc. CDMA2000 covers IS-2000,

S 95. and IS-856 standards. IS-2000 Releases 0 and A are commonly referred to as

CDMA2 0 1.X, X, etc. IS-856 (T A- 56 is commonly referred to as CDMA2000 EV-

DO, High Rate Packet Data (IIRPD). etc. TRA includes Wideband CDMA (WCDMA) and

other variants of CDMA. Examples of TDMA systems include various implementations of

Globa System for Mobile Communications (GSM). Examples of Radio Access

Technologies employing OFDM and/or OFDMA include Ultra Mobile Broadband (U B),

Evolved UTRA (E-UTRA), IEEE 802. (Wi-Fi), IEEE 802. 6 (WiMAX), EEE 802.20,

Flash-OFDM, etc. UTRA and E-UTRA are part of Universal Mobile Telecommunication

System (UMTS). 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) are new

releases of UMTS that use E-UTRA. UTRA, E-UTRA, UMTS, LTE, LTE-A, and GSM are

described in documents f m an organization named "3rd Generation Partnership .Project"

(3GPP). CDMA2000 an UMB a e described in documents f om an organization named

"3rd Generation Partnership Project 2" (3GPP2). The techniques described herein may be



used for the systems and radio technologies mentioned above as well as other systems and

radio technologies.

| 4S| Thus, the following description provides examples, an is not limiting of the scope,

applicability, or configuration set forth in the claims. Changes may be made in the function

and arrangement of elements discussed without departing from the spirit and scope of the

disclosure. Various embodiments may omit, substitute, or add various procedures or

components as appropriate. For instance, the methods described may be performed in an

order different fro that described, and various steps may be added, omitted, or combined.

Also, features described with respect to certain embodiments may be combined in other

embodiments.

Θ 46] Referring first to FIG. 1, a diagram illustrates an example of a wireless

communications system 00 The system 100 includes base stations (or cells) 05,

communication devices 5, and a core network 0 The base stations 105 may

communicate with the communication devices under the control of a base station

controller (not shown), which may be part of the core network 0 or the base stations 105 in

various embodiments. Base stations 0 5 ma communicate control information and/or user

data with the core network 30 through backhaul links 2 . Backhaul links may e wired

backhaul links (e.g., copper, fiber, etc.) and/or wireless backhaul Sinks (e.g., microwave, etc.).

n embodiments, the base stations 5 may communicate, either directly or indirectly, with

each other over backhaul links 4, which may be wired or wireless communication links.

The system 0 ma support operation on multiple carriers (waveform signals of different

frequencies). Multi-carrier transmitters ca transmit modulated signals simultaneously on the

multiple carriers. For example, each communication link 125 may be a multi-carrier signal

modulated according to the various radio technologies described above. Each modulated

signal may be sent on a different carrier and may ca y control information (e .g., reference

signals, control channels, etc), overhead information, data, etc

47J The base stations 105 may wirelessly communicate with the devices 5 via one or

more base station antennas. Each of th base station 105 sites may provide communication

coverage for a respective geographic area . In some embodiments, base stations 105 m

be referred to as a base transceiver station, a radio base station, an access point, a radio

transceiver, a basic service set (BSS), a extended service se (ESS), a NodeB, eNodeB



(eNB), Home NodeB, a Home eNodeB, or some other suitable terminology. The coverage

area 110 for a base station may be divided nto sectors making up only a portion of the

coverage area (not shown). The system 100 may include base stations 05 of different types

(e.g. macro, micro, and/or pi o base stations). There may be overlapping coverage areas for

different technologies

10048] The wireless network 0 may support synchronous or asynchronous operation.

For synchronous operation, the eNBs may have similar frame timing, and transmissions from

different eNBs may be approximately aligned in time. For asynchronous operation, the eNBs

may have different frame timing, and transmissions from different eNBs may not be aligned

in time. In embodiments, some eNBs 5 may be synchronous while other eNBs may be

asynchronous,

(0 49] The communication devices 15 are dispersed throughout the wireless network 00,

an each device may be stationary or mobile. A communication device may also be

referred to by those skilled in the art as a mobile station, a subscriber station, a mobile unit, a

subscriber unit, a wireless unit, a remote unit, a mobile device, a wireless device, wireless

communications device, a remote device, a mobile subscriber station, an access terminal, a

mobile terminal, a wireless terminal, a remote terminal a handset, a user agent, a user

equipment, a mobile client, a client, or some other suitable terminology. A communication

device 115 may be a cellular phone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), wireless ode , a

wireless communication device, a handheld device, a tablet computer, a laptop computer, a

cordless phone, a wireless local loop (WLL) station, or the like. A communication device

ma be able to communicate with macro base stations, pico base stations, em base stations,

relay base stations, and the like.

(0050) The transmission links 25 shown in network 0 may include uplink (UL)

transmissions from a mobile device 1. 5 to a base station . 5 , and/or downlink (DL)

transmissions, from a base station 1 5 to a mobile device . The downlink transmissions

may also be called forward link transmissions while the uplink transmissions may also be

called reverse link transmissions. In embodiments, the transmission links 125 are TDD

carriers carrying bidirectional traffic within traffic frames.

005 In embodiments, the system 0 is an LTE/I.TE-A network. In LTE/LTE-A

networks, the terms evolved Node B (eNB) and user equipment (IJE) may be generally used



to describe the base stations 05 and communication devices 15 respectively. The system

100 may be a Heterogeneous LTE/LTE-A etwor in which different types of eNBs provide

coverage for various geographical regio s For example, each eNB 5 may provide

communication coverage for a macro ce l, a pico cell, a femto cell and/or other types of cell.

A macro ceil generally covers a relatively large geographic area (e.g., several kilometers in

radius) and may allow unrestricted access by JEs with service subscriptions with the network

provider. A pico cell vvouid generally cover relatively smaller geographic area and may

allow unrestricted access by UEs with service subscriptions with the network provider. A

femto cell vvouid also generally cover a relatively small geographic area (e.g., a horae) and, in

addition to unrestricted access, may a so provide restricted access by UEs having an

association with the e to cell (e.g., UEs in a closed subscriber group (CSG), UEs for users

in the home, and the ike) An eNB for a macro cell ay be referred to as a macro eNB, An

eNB for a pico cell may be referred to as a pico eNB, And, an eN B for a femto cell may be

referred to as a femto eNB or home eNB. An eNB may support one or multiple (e.g., two,

three, four, and the like) ceils.

| 052| The communications system 00 according to a LTE/LTE-A network architecture

may be referred to as an Evolved Packet System (EPS) 0. The EPS 0 may include one

or more UEs 1 , an Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN), an

Evolved Packet Core (BPC) 1.30 (e.g., core network 30), a Home Subscriber Server SS),

and an Operator's IP Services. The EPS may interconnect w th other access networks using

other Radio Access Technologies, For example, EPS 00 may interconnect with a UTRAN-

based network and/or a CDMA-based network via one or more Serving GPRS Support Nodes

SGSNs) To support mobility of UEs and/or load balancing, EPS may support

handover of Es 5 between a source eNB 10 5 and a target eN 5. EPS 0 may

support tra-RAT handover between eNBs 0 5 and/or base stations of the same RAT (e.g.,

other E-UTRAN networks), and inter-RAT handovers between eNBs and/or base stations of

different RATs (e.g., E-UTRAN to CDMA, etc.). The EPS 0 may provide packet-switched

services, however, as those skilled in the art will readily appreciate, the various concepts

presented throughout this disclosure ay be extended to networks providing circuit-switched

services,

The E-UTRAN may include the eNBs 105 and may provide user plane an control

plane protocol terminations toward the UEs 1 5. The eNBs 5 may be connected to other



eN s 1.05 via backhaul link 134 ( .g., a X2 interface, and the like). The eNBs 1.05 may

provide an access point to the E C 0 for the Es 1 . The eNBs 5 may be connected by

backhaul link 132 (e.g.. an S interface, a d the like) to the EPC 130. Logical nodes within

EPC 0 may include one or more Mobility Management Entities (MMBs), one or more

Serving Gateways, and one or more Packet. Data Network (PDN) Gateways (not. shown).

Generally, the MME may provide bearer and connection management. All user IP packets

ma be transferred through the Serving Gateway, which itself may b comiected to the PDN

Gateway. The PDN Gateway ma provide E P address allocation as wel! as other

functions. The PDN Gateway may b connected to TP networks and/or t e operator's IP

Services. These logical nodes may be implemented i separate physical nodes or one or more

may be combined in a single physical node. The IP Networks/Operator's IP Services may

include the Internet, an Intranet, an Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), and/or a Packet-

Switched (PS) Streaming Service (PSS)

054] The UEs may be configured to collaboratively communicate w th multiple

eNBs 05 through, for example. Multiple Input Multiple Output (MSMO), Coordinated

Multi-Point (CoMP), or other schemes. M MO techniques use multiple antennas o the base

stations and/or multiple antennas on the U E to take advantage of muit a h environments to

transmit multiple data streams. Each data stream may be called a "layer" and the "rank" of

the communication link may indicate the number of layers used for communication. CoMP

includes techniques for dynamic coordination of transmission and reception by a number of

eNBs to improve overal l transmission quality for U Es as well as increasing network and

spectrum utilization. Generally, CoMP techniques utilize backhaul links 32 and/or 34 for

communication between base stations 05 to coordinate control plane and user plane

communications for the UEs 15 .

10055] The communication networks that may accommodate some of the various disclosed

embodiments may be packet-based networks that operate according to a layered protocol

stack. In the user plane, communications at the bearer or Packet Data Convergence Protocol

(PDCP) layer may be IP-based. A Radio Link Control (RLC) layer may perform packet

segmentation and reassembly to communicate over logical channels. A Medium Access

Control (MAC) layer may perform priority handling and multiplexing of logical channels into

transport channels. The MAC layer may also use Hybrid ARQ ( A Q) to provide

retransmission at the MAC layer to improve link efficiency. In the control plane, the Radio



Resource Control. ( C) protocol layer may provide establishment, configuration, and

maintenance of an RRC connection between the E and the network used for the user plane

data. At the Physical layer, the transport channels may be mapped to Physical channels.

5 | LTE/LT.E-Autilizes orthogonal frequency division multiple-access (OFDM A) on

the downlink and single-carrier frequency division multiple-access (SC-FDMA) on the

uplink. An OFDMA and/or SC-FDMA carrier ay be partitioned into multiple ( )

orthogonal subcarriers, which are also commonly referred to as tones, bins, or the like. Each

subcarrier may be modulated with data. The spacing between adj acent subcarriers may be

fixed, and the total number of subcarriers ( ) may be dependent o the system bandwidth.

For example,. K ma be equa to 72, 80, 300, 00, 00, or 1200 with a subcarrier spacing of

5 fciiohertz (KHz) for a corresponding system bandwidth (with guardbaiKl) of 1.4, 3, 5, 0 ,

15, or 20 megahertz (MHz), respectively. The system bandwidth may also be partitioned into

sub-bands. For example, a sub-band may cover .08 MHz, and there may be 1, , 4, 8 or 16

sub-bands,

Θ057] The carriers may transmit bidirectional communications using FDD (e.g., using

paired spectrum resources) or TDD operation (e.g., using unpaired spectrum resources).

Frame structures for FDD (e.g., frame structure typ i ) a TDD (e.g., frame structure type

2) may be defined. Time intervals may be expressed in multiples of a basic time unit

Ts ~ 1/30720000. Each frame structure ma have a radio frame length. Tf ~ 307200 · Ts -

10 m s and may include two half- frames of length 360 · 5 ms each. Each half-

frame may include fi ve subframes of length 30720 Ts = 1 ms.

j0058] For TDD frame structures, each siibframe may carry UL or DL traffic, and special

subframes ( S ) ma be used to switch between DL to UL transmission Allocation of UL

and DL subframes within radio frames may b symmetric or asymmetric and may be

reconfigured semi-statically (e.g., via backhaul messaging over S i and/or X2 interfaces, etc.).

Special subframes may cany some DL and/or UL traffic and may include a Guar Period

((IP) between DL and U traffic. Switching from UL to DL traffic may be achieved by

setting timing advance at the UEs without the use of Special subframes or a guard period

between UL and DL subframes. UL-DL configurations with switch-point periodicity equal

to the frame period (e.g., 0 ms) or half of the frame period (e.g., 5 ms) may be supported.



For example, TDD frames ma include o e or more Special frames, and the period between

Special frames may determine the TDD DL-to-UL switch-point periodicity for the fr a e

For LTEV'LTE-A, seven different UL-DL configurations a e defined that provide

between 40% and 90% DL subframes as illustrated in Table .

Table

060 .] Use of TDD offers flexible deployments without requiring paired spectrum

resources. For TDD network deployments, interference may be caused between U and DL

communications (e.g. , interference between UL and DL communication from different eNBs,

interference between UL and DL communications from eN Bs and UEs, etc).

1 One interference mitigation technique is Cell Clustering Interference Mitigation

(CCIM). In CCIM, cells are divided into ce l clusters according to interference metrics (e.g.,

coupling loss, interference level, etc.) and TDD UL-DL configuration of cells within a cell

cluster is synchronized so that eNB-io-eNB interference and UE-to-UE interference can be

mitigated within the cell cluster (e.g., using cooperative scheduling, beamforming, etc.).

Different cell clusters ca use ^synchronized TDD UL-DL configurations, in order to adapt

TDD UL-DL configurations of each cell cluster to the traffic conditions of the cluster.



£ 062 FIG. 2 illustrates a CC ! environment 200 with eNBs 1.05 grouped according to

el! clusters 220. CCHvJ environment 200 may illustrate, for example, aspects of wireless

communication system 1 0 illustrated in FIG. 1. Ceil clusters 220 ca include one or more

eNBs 5 and eNBs 5 within a ce l cluster 220 may be different types {e.g., macro eNB,

pico eNB, fer o eNB, and/or the like). As illustrated n the example of F G . 2, COM

environment 200 includes ceil clusters 220-a, 220-b, and/or 220-c. Ce l cluster 220-a may

include eNB 1 5-a, eNB 05-b and eNB 105-c. Cell clusters 220 may be statically or semi-

sta ical y defined and each eNB 105 in a cluster 220 may be aware of the other eNBs 5 of

its cluster. Cell clusters 220-a, 220-b, and/or 220-e may deploy TDD carriers and TDD L-

DL configuration withi each cell cluster 220 may be synchronized.

j 63 j As discussed above, traffic adaptation for synchronized TDD UL-DL configuration

within a cell cluster may be performed by coordination of TDD UL-DL reconfiguration

between cells of the cluster. Semi-static (e.g., on the order of tens of frames) TDD UL-DL

reconfiguration may be performed by exchange of control-plane messaging among eNBs

g , via S and or X2 interfaces, etc.). While semi-static TDD UL-DL reconfiguration may

provide adequate performance under some conditions, when traffic conditions within the

cluster change rapidly, semi-static TDD UL-DL reconfiguration may result in sub-optimal

allocation of UL-to-DL s bfra es for TDD carriers used in the cluster.

{ 4) in embodiments, the different aspects of system 0 and/or C M environment 200,

such as the eNBs 1.05, may be configured to provide dynamic n ra-c luster coordination for

TDD UL-DL reconfiguration. n embodiments, distributed TDD UL-DL reconfiguration

techiiiques provide fully distributed, fair, and collision-free intra-clusler coordination of TDD

UL-DL reconfiguration with adaptive reconfiguration on the order of a single frame period.

n some embodiments, new physical layer signaling and/or techniques defined for

supporting dynamic mtra-cluster coordination using distributed TDD UL-DL reconfiguration.

Cell weighting techniques may be used so that distributed TDD UL-DL reconfiguration of

the cel l cluster 220 can be weighted towards cells of the cluster with higher load {e.g. , DL

and/or U L load).

0065] n some embodiments, ceils within a cell cluster 220 independently determine their

preferred TDD UL-DL reconfiguration. On or more cei ls of the cluster may be eligible cells

for a transmission opportunity to determine the TDD UL-DL reconfiguration for the cluster.



Each of the eligible ce lls may determine the configuri ng cell. Determination of the

co fi guri g cell may be based on a pseudo-random function of cell identifiers of each ceil of

the cluster. Alternatively, the co fi guri g cel may be determined based on at least o e of a

relative load, available capacity, fairness policy, ceil priority, or tokenized function. The

configuring cell may transmit the TDD UL-DL reconfiguration during the transmission

opportunity. Other cells of the cluster ay acknowledge the transmitted TDD UL-DL

reconfiguration.

{0066] In some embodiments, special sub arnes of the current TDD frame sequence that

serve as a switching point between DL and L transmissions are used tor transmission of

TDD UL-DL reconfiguration messages from the configuring cell and transmission of ACK.

messages from other cells of the cluster. The TDD UL-DL reconfiguration messages may be

sent in a guard period of the special subframe. The TDD UL-DL reconfiguration message

may be an orthogonal sequence based on a signature determined by its cel 3D. A cyclic shift

of the orthogonal sequence may be associated with a predetermined TDD UL-DL

configuration ACK messages may also be orthogonal sequences and may include the

predetermined TDD UL-DL configuration.

£ 067] FIG. 3 illustrates method 300 for intra-clitster coordination of TDD UL-DL

configuration in accordance wit various embodiments. Method 300 ma be used in COM

environment 200 for coordinating TDD UL-DL reconfiguration, effective for a subsequent

radio frame (e.g.. the next radio frame, etc.), wi t oilier e Bs of the cluster. Method 300 may

be used, for example, by eNBs 0 -a, I05-b, and/or 5~c of cell cluster 220-a.

6S Method 300 may begin at block 3 where the eNB 105 may determine a

provisional TDD UL-DL configuration for the subsequent radio frame. The provisional TDD

UL-DL configuration may be based o loading at the eNB (e.g., queue status at the eNB,

Buffer Status Reports (B S ) of attached UEs, etc.) and may be the preferred TDD UL-DL

configuration for the eNB 05 for the subsequent radio frame.

006 ] At block , th eNB 1 5 may determine the eligible cells of the cluster for

determining TDD UL-DL reconfiguration at a transmission opportunity. For example, the

eN 05 may be aware of the other cells in its cluster and may determine that each eel.!, or a

subset thereof are eligible cells for determining the TDD UL-DL configuration for the

subsequent radio frame. The eligible cells for a given frame and/or transmission opportunity



may be determined based on the configuring cells for previous radi frames and/or other

seml-statically configured parameters for the cell cluster as described in more detail below.

Alternatively, the eligible cells may be based on at least one of a minimum load, remaining

available capacity, fairness, priority, or tokenized function.

70] At block 320, the cNB 5 may determine the configuring cell for the subsequent

radio frame, n embodiments, determination of the configuring cell is based on a pseudo

random function of the frame number and or the ee ! IDs of the eligi ble cells determmed at

block 3 . 5 For example, eNB 5-a may determine tha eNBs 105-a, 5-b, and 105~c are

eligible cells for determining the TDD UL-DL configuration for the subsequent radio frame.

To determine the configuring ce l, eNB . 0 -a may compute a pseudo-random number for

each eligible cell based on the frame number and the cell ID of the eligible ceil. For example,

the highest number generated by the pseudo-random function for the eligible cells may

determine the configuring cell for TDD UL-DL reconfiguration. Alternatively, the

configuring cell may be determined based on a least one of a relative load, available

capacity; fairness policy, cell priority, or tokenized function. For example, a token may be

passed from ce to ce l of the cluster and possession of the token may determine the

configuring cell.

007 ! if, at block 325, the eNB 105 determines that it is the configuring cell the eNB 5

broadcasts its provisional UL-DL configuration for the subsequent radio frame to the other

eNBs in the cluster at block 330. For example, a transmission opportunity for configuring the

subsequent radio frame ay be predetermined and the eNB 5 may transmit the provisional

UL-DL configuration for the subsequent radio frame using the transmission opportunity. The

provisional UL-DL configuration may be transmitted in a UL-DL reconfiguration message

that may be an orthogonal sequence having a cycling shift associated with the provisional

UL-DL configuration.

10072 j At block 335, the eNB 1 5 ma receive an acknowledgement AC ) for the

transmitted UL-DL configuration from one or more of the other eNBs i the cluster. n some

embodiments, the ACK message from non-configuring eNBs includes the UL-DL

configuration from the configuring cell so that other eNBs of the cluster that may ot have

received the transmitted UL-DL configuration from the configuring cell still receive the UL-

DL configuration for the subsequent radio frame. At block 340, the eNB 5 utilizes the



transmitted UL-DL configuration for the sabsequent radio frame along with the other eNBs

of the cluster.

if, at block 325, th eNB 5 determines that it is not the configuring cell, eNB 105

does not broadcast its TDD UL-DL configuration and instead receives a TDD UL-DL

reconfiguration message from the configuring cell. A block 350, the eNB 105 ay transmit

an AC message in response to receiving the UL-DL reconfiguration message. The eNB

05 may transmit, in the AC message, the TDD UL-DL configuration received in the TDD

UL-DL reconfiguration message. The eNB J05 may also transmit the cel ID of the

configuring cell and/or its own cell D in the ACK message. The eNB 105 may utilize the

received UL-DL configuration for the subsequent radio frame at bloc 355.

1ΘΘ74] In so e embodiments, new physical layer signaling procedures are used for

transmission of TDD UL-DL reconfiguration messages from the configuring cell of the

cluster and acknowledgement of the reconfiguration messages by non-configuring cells. I

some embodiments, configuring cells transmit TDD UL-DL configuration messages during

switching periods between DL and U L subframes. Non-configuring cells may tra ns i

acknowledgement messages during subsequent switching periods of the same or a subsequent

radio frame. For example, a configuring cell may transmit the TDD UL-DL configuration

message during a special subframe that serves as a switching point between DL and UL

transmissions. Timing for acknowledgement messages and reconfiguration may depend on a

current TDD UL-DL configuration. For example, some TDD UL-DL configurations (e.g.,

configurations 0, 1, 2, 6) may have a half-frame TDD dut -cycle wh e other configurations

. configurations 3, , 5 } may have a full frame TDD duty cycle. For half-frame duty

cycle TDD UL-DL configurations, reconfiguration and acknowledgement messages may be

sent n a single radio frame, while reconfiguration and acknowledgement messages may be

sent over two radio frames for full frame duty-cycle TDD configurations.

1 075 FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B show timing diagrams 400-a and 400-b illustrating TDD UL-

DL reconfiguration using physical layer signaling during special subframes in accordance

with various embodiments. n timing diagrams 400-a and 400-b, downlink frames 4 0 are

indicated by a " , uplink frames 415 are indicated by a 'Τ ," special frames 420 are

indicated by an "S," and " " frames may be either downlink or uplink frames based on the



TDD UL-DL configuration. Special frames 420 may include three fields. Downlink Pilot

Time Slot ( PTS) 425, Guard Period (GP) 430, and Uplink Pilot Ti e Slot (UpPTS) 435.

| ? {>| Timing diagram 400-a illustrates a frame N and the subsequent frame N During

frame A the TDD UL-DL configuration k may have a TDD period of 5 nis, or half of the

frame period of 0 s (e.g., TDD UL-DL configurations 0, 1, , 6, etc.). Cells A and B may

be eligible cells of a cell cluster for determining the TDD UL-DL configuration for frame

N -ri tor the cell cluster. The fi rs special subframe 420-a of frame N may be the transmission

opportunity for TDD UL-DL configuration for frame N + Cell A may, based o the

distributed TDD UL-DL reconfiguration techniques described above, be determined to be the

configuring cell for frame ? - - / . Cell. A . ma transmit TDD UL-DL reconfiguration message

440-a during the first special subframe 420-a of frame N . Cell A may transmit TDD UL-DL

reconfiguration message 440-a using a subset of frequency resources of the TDD carrier (e.g.,

P RA etc.).

{ 077 TDD UL-DL reconfiguration message 440-a may include the cell ID of ceil A and

the TDD UL-DL configuration (configuration m in this example) for frame - The TDD

UL-DL configuration .for frame N ÷1 ma be used for subsequent radio frames until a further

reconfiguration message is transmitted by a configuring cell. Other cells of the cluster {e.g.,

o her eligible cells and/or non-eligible cells) may transmit an ACK message during the

second special subframe 420-b of frame . As illustrated n timing diagram 400-a, cell B

transmits ACK message 450-a during special subframe 420-b. Transmission o f TDD UL-DL

reconfiguration messages 440 may be contention based while transmission of ACK messages

450 may be non-contention based.

Timing diagram 400-b illustrates frames N+I, and N+2, where frame N is

configured according to TDD UL-DL configuration r (e.g., TDD UL-DL configurations 3, 4,

5, etc.) with a TDD period that is the same as the frame period {e.g. 10 ms). In timing

diagram 400-b, cells A and B may be eligible cells of a cell cluster for determining the TDD

UL-DL configuration for frame V 2 for the cell cluster. Cell may, based on the distributed

TDD UL-DL reconfiguration techniques described above, be determined to be the

configuring cell for frame N+2 and may transmit TDD UL-DL reconfiguration message

440-b during the special subframe 420 of frame Λ TDD UL-DL reconfiguration message

440-b may configure frame N according to TDD UL-DL configuration p . Other cells of



the cluster (e.g., other eligible cells and/or .non-eligible cells) ay transmit an AC .message

during the special subfranie 420-d of frame . + / As illustrated timing diagram 400-b, cell

B transmits AC message 450-b duri g special s bt a e 420-d and the TDD UL-DL

configuration for the cluster is reconfigured according to configuration p in ra e N+2 (and

subsequent frames in some examples).

79 As illustrated in timing diagram 400-b, TDD UL-DL reconfiguration may have a

latenc fro the TDD UL-DL reconfiguration message 440 to utilization of the new

configuration of two frames (e.g., TDD U L-D reconfiguration message transmitted in iraine

N with reconfiguration effective in frame 2) . However, in some examples TDD UL-DL

reconfiguration messages may be transmitted during each frame. Thus, reconfiguration may

occur dynamically on a frame-by-frame basis even where reconfiguration latency is more

than one frame period

{0980] ACK messages 450 may include the ceil D of the configuring cell and/or the cell

transmitting the ACK message 450, and may include the configuration from the TDD UL-DL

reconfiguration message, in some embodiments. Transmission of the TDD UL-DL.

configuration in the ACK message 450 may inform cells of the cluster that did not receive the

TDD UL-DL reconfiguration message 440 of the TDD UL-DL. configuration for the

configured frame.

{0081] While timing diagrams 400-a and 400-b illustrate dynamic reconfiguration between

TDD UL-DL configurations having the same TDD period, it should be appreciated th a

similar techniques may be used for dynamic reconfiguration between TDD UL-DL

configurations having different TDD periods. For example, reconfiguration between a TDD

UL-DL configuration having a half-frame TDD period and a TDD UL-DL configuration

having a full-frame TDD period may be performed using similar techniques to those

illustrated in timing diagram 400-a, and reconfiguration between a TDD UL-DL

configuration having a full-frame TDD period and a TDD UL-DL configuration having a

half-frame TDD period may be performed using similar techniques to those illustrated in

timing diagram 400-b (eg., suppressing additional reconfiguration messages in frame V /)

{0 82 in some embodiments, TDD UL-DL reconfiguration messages may be transmitted

in orthogonal sequences carrying t e eel ! ID of the configuring ce and the TDD UL-DL

configuration. F G. 5 illustrates an orthogonal sequence 500 for transmitting TDD UL-DL



configurations in accordance with various embodiments. Orthogonal sequence 500 may

include a cyclic prefix part 5 0 of length T a d sequence part 520 of length Q

Orthogonal sequence 500 may be an example of a Zadoff-Chu sequence where cyclically

shifted versions of the orthogonal sequence have low (e.g., zero or almost zero) auto-

correlation with one another. In some examples, orthogonal sequence 500 is a modified

random access preamble sequence with T F = 624 TS and T — 4092 TS . he sequence

520 may be based on the cell D of the configuring cell and a cyclic shift of each preamble

sequence may be associated with a predetermined TDD UL-DL configuration. Orthogonal

sequence 500 may be used for transmitting TDD UL-DL reconfiguration messages and/or

ACK messages within special s bfram s as described above.

083 FIG. A is a timing diagram 600- illustrating timing of preamble sequences

transmitted for dynamic TDD UL-DL reconfiguration in a TDD frame having a half-period

TDD switching period in accordance with various embodiments. As illustrated in timing

diagra δ Ο-a, a TDD UL-DL reconfiguration message 440-c may be sent as a preamble

sequence within a period TR of the guard period 430 of special frame 420-e ACK message

450-c may be sent as a preamble sequence within a period T of the guard period 430 of

special frame 420-f. Periods T R and/or T ¾. may have a length greater than + T SEO to

account for possible propagation delay. For example, in some embodiments TA ~ T ~

20 · TS .

0 84 ) Where th TDD switch period is equal to the radio frame period, each radio frame

only has a single special subframe. In some instances. TDD UL-DL reconfiguration

messages 440 and ACK messages 450 may be transmitted within the same special subframe.

For example, a configuring cell may transmit, during a f ame N Fa TDD UL-DL

reconfiguration message 440 for frame V - -2 , while the same or a different cell may transmit

an ACK message 450 for a previously received TDD UL-DL reconfiguration message 440

associated with frame N + FIG. is a timing diagram 600~b illustrating timing of

preamble sequences transmitted for dynamic TDD UL-DL reconfiguration in a TDD frame

where the TDD switching period is equal to the radio frame period in accordance with

various embodiments. As illustrated in timing diagram 600-b, periods T and .may be

used for transmission of the TDD UL-DL reconfiguration message 440-d and ACK message

450-d within special subframe 420-g, respectively.



£ 85 In other instances, TDD UL-DL reconfiguration messages ma not be transmitted

during certain radio frames even where the TDD switch period is equal to the radio frame

period. For example, for particular radio frames, there may be no eligible cells for TDD UL-

DL reconfiguration, or reconfiguration transmitted during a frame ay change the TDD

switch periodicity to half-period TDD switching. In other examples, the guard period may

not be long enough for transmission of a TDD UL-DL reconfiguration message an AC

message within on guard period n these instances, TDD UL-DL reconfiguration messages

ma be transmitted during a special subframe of one frame while ACK messages .may be

transmitted during a special subframe of the following frame. FIG. C is a timing diagram

600-c illustrating alternative timing of preamble sequences transmitted for dynamic TDD

L-DL reconfiguration in a TDD frame where the TDD switching period is equal to the radio

frame period in accordance with various embodiments. Timing diagram 600~c illustrates

transmission of the TDD UL-DL. reconfigura tion message 440-e during subframe 420-g of

the frame V and transmission of the AC message 450-e during subframe 420-h of frame

,V / .

The above techniques provide dynamic distributed TDD UL-DL reconfiguration o

the order of the frame time and fair TDD UL-DL allocations across cells within a cluster. n

some embodiments, cell weighting may be used so that TDD UL-DL configuration of the cell

cluster ca be weighted towards cells with higher load (e.g., DL and/or UL load). Weighted

dynamic distributed TDD UL-DL reconfiguration may include parameters that determine the

eligible interval and/or a hokloff time between eligible intervals for cells within a . cluster.

{0087J In embodiments, a cell-specific parameter XmtTime determines the eligible

interval for each cell of the cluster and may be dependent on ce l loading (e.g., DL and/or UL

loading). Each cell can exchange MaxXmiTime values semi-statically via backhaul. In

embodiments, a HoSdoffTirae parameter may determine a minimum interval of radio frames

between eligible intervals. The HoldoffFime parameter may be cluster-specific and may be

based on the size of the cluster.

0088j FIG. 7 illustrates a method 700 for weighted dynamic distributed TD UL-D

reconfiguration in. accordance with various embodiments, Method 700 may be used in CCIM

environment 200 for coordinating TDD UL-DL configuration for a subsequent radio frame

(e.g. , the next adio frame, etc.) wit other eNBs of the cluster. Method 700 may be used, for



example, by eNBs 05-a 105-b, and/or 5-c of cell cluster 220-a n addition, method 700

may be used in combination with the techniques for distributed TDD UL-DL reconfiguration

described above. For example, method 700 may be used in combination h method 300

illustrated in FIG. 3.

Method 700 may start at block 0 where a ceil ay determine the set of eligible

cells tor determining the UL-DL configuration for a subsequent frame. Determining the set

of eligible cells may be based on the MaxXmtThne and oldof i e parameters. For

example, the cel may initially assume thai all cells are eligible cells. The MaxXmtTime

parameters for each cell in the cluster may be distributed to all cells of the cluster. The el!

may track the eligible cells for de e ni ing the UL-DL configuration based in the

axXmtTi e and HoldoffTime parameters for each cell as well as the sequence of

configuring ce ls for prior frames. If. at block 7 . the el determines that it. is eligible and

there are other eligible cei!s for determining the UL-DL configuration for the subsequent

frame, method 700 may proceed to block 720. If, at block , the cell determines that it is

eligible and there are no other eligible cells, it may proceed to block 730 as it will be the

configuring cell for the subsequent frame b default.

{0090] At block 720, the cel.! determines the configuring cell from the set of eligible cells.

If the ceil is the configuring cell, the cel "competes' to be the configuring ce l for the next

MaxXmtTime number of frames. After competing to be the configuring eel! for

MaxXmtTime frames, the cell may wait a block. 735 for the next HoldoffTime number of

frames without being eligible to be the configuring cell. After waiting HoldoffTime frames

at block; 735, the method 700 may return to block 0 . If at block 725, the cel determines

that it is not the configuring cel for the subsequent irame, it may maintain its eligibility for

a additional frame by returning to block

{009 1 FIG. is a timing diagram 800 that illustrates an example sequence of weighted

dynamic distributed TDD UL-DL reconfiguration in accordance with various embodiments.

In timing diagram 800, two cells (cells A and B) may be in a cell cluster 220. Timing

diagram 800 may illustrate, for example, implementation of method 700 in a two-cell cluster

220. n timing diagram 800, HoldoffTime may be equal to two frames. The MaxXmtTime

parameter 830-a for cell A may be set, during the time period illustrated by timing diagram



800, to four frames while the MaxXmtTime parameter 830-b for cell B may be set to three

frames.

|ΘΘ92 j At a frame N , neither cell may be eligible for configuring the subsequent frame

(eg., frame iV+i, frame N+2). At frame ' - , cell B may be eligible for being the

configuring cell while cell is not eligible, Because cell B is the only eligible cell cell B

will be the configuring cell for the transmission opportunity in frame N At frame N+2,

both cells A and B may be eligible cells. Based on the pseudo-random function, celt A may

be determined to be the configuring cell for the transmission opportunity in frame N 2 . Cell

A may then continue to be eligible for MaxXmtTime 830-a frames before waiting (e.g.,

ineligible) for I Sdof Fime 820 frames.

|ΘΘ93] At frame cells A and B may be eligible for the transmission opportunity in

frame +8 {e.g., for TDD UL-DL reconfiguration for fra e N etc.). Cell B may be

determined to be the configuring cell for the transmission opportunity in frame N÷S. Cell A

may then continue to be eligible for frame and/or additional frames until Cell A is

determined to be the configuring cell. Ce A may then remain eligible for MaxXmtTime

830-a frames.

00 4 FIG. 9A illustrates a device 900-a for supporting dynamic distributed TDD UL-DL

reconfiguration withi cel clusters in accordance with various embodiments. Device 900-a

may illustrate, for example, aspects of eNBs 105 of FIG. 1 and/or FIG. 2 Device 900-a. may

also be a processor. Device 900-a may include TDD UL-DL configuration transmission

module 0-a, configuring cell determination module 920-a, and TDD UL-DL configuration

selection module 930-a. Each of these components may be in communication with each

other,

95 TDD UL-DL configuration selection module 930-a may select a provisional TDD

UL-DL configuration for a subsequent frame. The provisional TDD UL-DL configuration

may be selected based on loading (e.g.., D and/or UL loading) conditions at the cell.

Configuring cell determination module 920-a may determine a configuring ce l from a set of

eligible cells for a transmission opportunity associated with UL-DL configuration for the

subsequent TDD frame. Configuring cell determination module 920-a may determine the

configuring cell using a pseudo-random function based o cel identifiers of the set of eligible

cells.



ΘΘ9 If the cell is the configuring cell fo the subsequent TDD frame, TDD UL-DL

configuration transmission module 0-a may transmit the provisional TDD UL-DL

configuration in the transmission opportunity associated with UL-DL configuration for the

subsequent TDD frame. For example, TDD UL-DL configuration transmission module 910-

a may transmit an orthogonal sequence generated from a ce l identifier of the cell during a

special subframe of the current TDD frame,

j 09 FIG. 9B illustrates a device 900-b for supporting dynamic distributed TDD UL-DL

reconfiguration within cell clusters in accordance with various embodiments. Device 900-b

may illustrate, for example, aspects of eNBs 105 of FIG. 1 and/or FIG. 2 Device 900-b may

also be a processor. Device 900-b ma include TDD UL-DL configuration transmission

module 0-b, configuring cell determination module 920-b, TDD UL-DL configuration

selection module 930-b, TDD UL-DL configuration reception module 940, eligible set

determination module 950, and/or frame TDD control module 960. Each of these

components may be in communication with each other. Various components for device 900-

b may be configured to implement aspects discussed above with respect to device 900-a of

FIG. 9A. For example, the TDD UL-DL configuration transmission module 0-b,

configuring cell determination module 920-b, and TDD UL-DL configuration selection

module 930-b may perform the functions described above with reference to TDD UL-DL

configuration transmission module -a, configuring cell determination module 920-a, and

TDD UL-DL configuration selection module 930-a

10098] When the cell of device 900-b is determined by configuring cel l determination

module 920-b to be the configuring cell, irame TDD control module 96 may utilize, for the

subsequent frame, the configuration selected by TDD UL-DL configuration selection module

930 (and transmitted to the other cells by TDD UL-DL configuration transmission module

9 10-b). In frames where the cell of device 900-b is not the configuring cel , TDD UL-DL

configuration reception module 940 may receive a TDD UL-DL configuration from the

configuring cell. Frame TDD control module 960 may utilize the received TDD UL-DL

configuration for the subsequent frame.

99] Eligible set determination module 950 may track the cells of the cluster that are

eligible for configuring each radio frame. For example, eligible set determination module



950 may determine the eligible set for each frame based in part o the axXmtT e

parameters for each cel of the cluster and the Holdoff ime parameter for the cluster

00] FfG. illustrates a device 1000 for communicating TDD UL-DL reconfiguration

withi cell clusters n accordance with various embodiments. Device 1000 may illustrate, for

example, aspects o Bs 105 of FIG. and/or FIG. 2 . Device 1000 may also be a processor.

Device 000 may include receiver 1010, transmitter 1020, orthogonal sequence generator

module 40, and sequence transmission module 030 . Each of these components may be in

communication with each other

l Orthogonal sequence generator module 1040 may an orthogonal sequence encoded

with a cell identifier of the cell and a UL-DL configuration for a subsequent frame of a TDD

carrier for transmission to other cells of a cluster. The orthogonal sequence ma be, for

example, a modified random access preamble where a cyclic shift of the orthogonal sequence

is associated with the UL-DL configuration. The sequence transmission module 1030 may

transmit (e .g., via transmitter 1020), the orthogonal sequence to at least one other cell of the

cluster. The sequence transmission module 1030 may transmit the orthogonal sequence

during a special subframe of a frame of a TDD carrier. The receiver 10 0 may receive an

acknowledgement of reception of the orthogonal sequence by the at least one cell during a

special subframe of the same frame or of a different frame.

The components of devices 900-a, 900-b and/or 1000 may, individually or

collectively, be implemented with one or more application-specific integrated circuits

(ASICs) adapted to perform some or all of the applicable functions in hardware.

Alternatively, the functions may be performed by o e or more other processing units (or

cores), on one or more integrated circuits. In other embodiments, other t pes of integrated

circuits may be used Stmctured-'Platform ASICs, Field Programmable Gate Arrays

(FPCfAs), and othe Semi-Custom ICs), which may be programmed in any manner known in

the art. The functions of each unit may also be implemented, in whole or in part, with

instructions embodied in a memory, formatted to be executed by one or more general or

application-specific processors .

| 3 FIG. shows a block diagram of a communications system 0 that may be

configured for supporting dynamic distributed TDD UL-DL reconfiguration within cell

clusters i accordance with variou embodiments. This system 0 may be an example of



aspects of the system 100 depicted i FIG. I and/or C M environment 200 o F G. 2 . The

svstem 00 includes a base station 105-d config ured for communication with U E 5 and/or

eNB 05-e over wireless communication links 5 Base station 5-e may be, for example,

a eNB 5 as illustrated i systems 0 and/or 200.

O1 4] some cases, the base station 105-d may have one or more wired backhaul links.

Base station 5-d may be, for example, a macro eNB . 5 having a wired backhaul lin (e .g.,

S I interface, etc.) to the core network 130-a. Base station i05-c may also communicate with

other base stations 05, such as base station 105-m and base station 5-n via inter-base

station communication links (e.g., X 2 interface, etc.). Each of the base stations 5 ma

communicate with UEs .5 using different wireless communications technologies, such as

different Radio Access Technologies, n some cases, base station 5 d may communicate

with other base stations such as 105-m and/or 105-n utilizing base station communication

module 1 , In some embodiments, base station communication module 115 may provide

an X2 interface within an LTE/LTE-A wireless communication network technology to

provide communication between some of the base stations 105. In some embodiments, base

station 5-d may communicate with other base stations through core network 130-a.

{010$] The components for base station 105-d may be configured to implement aspects

discussed above with respect to devices 900-a, 900-b, and/or 1000 of FIG. 9A, FIG . 9.B,

and/or FIG. 10 and may not be repeated here for the sake of brevity. For example, the TDD

UL-D coniiguration transmission module -c may perform the functions described above

of the TDD UL-DL configuration transmission modules 9 , configuring cell determination

module 920-c may perform the functions described above of the configuring cell

determination modules 920, TDD UL-DL configuration selection module 930-c may perform

the functions described above of the TDD U L-DL. configuration selection modules 930, TDD

UL-DL configuration reception module 940-a may perform the functions described above of

the UL-DL configuration reception module 940, eligible set determirtation module 950-a may

perform the functions described above of the eligible set determination module 950, frame

TDD control module 960-a may perform th functions described above of the frame TDD

control module 960, orthogonal sequence generator module 1040-a ma perform the

functions described above of the orthogonal sequence generator module 040, and sequence

transmission module 1030-a may perform the functions described above of the sequence

transmission module 030. By way of example, these modules may be components of the



base station 105-d in communication with so e or ail of the other components of the base

station 105-d via bus system 0 Alternatively, functionality of these modules may be

implemented as a component of the transceiver module 150, as a computer program

product, and/ r as one or more controller elements of the processor module 160.

0106] The base station 105-d may include antennas 1 45, transceiver modules i 0,

memory 1 170, and a processor module i 0, which each may be in communication, directly

or indirectly, with each other (e.g., over bus system 80). The transceiver modules 1.50

may be configured to communicaie bi-directionally, via the antennas 145, with the user

equipment , which ay be a multi-mode user equipment. The transceiver module 50

(and/or other components of the base station 105-d) ay also be configured to communicate

bi-directionally, via the antennas 45, with one or more other base stations 5-e The

transceiver module 150 may include a modem configured to modulate the packets and

provide the modulated packets to the antennas 1 5 for transmission, and to demodulate

packets received from the antennas 45. The base station 105-d ay include multiple

transceiver modules 1 0, each with one or more associated antennas 145.

£ 1 7 The memory . 0 may include random access memory (RAM) and read-only

memory (ROM). The memory 170 may also store computer-readable, computer-executable

software code 75 containing instructions that are configured to, when executed, cause the

processor module 1 0 to perform various functions described herein (e.g., call processing,

database management, message routing, etc.). Alternatively, the software 175 may not be

directly executable by the processor module Ϊ 0 but be configured to cause the computer,

e.g., when compiled and executed, to perform functions described herein.

(0108] The processor module 0 may include an intelligent hardware device, e.g., a

centra! processing unit (CPU) such as those made by Intel® Corporation or AMD®, a

microcontroller, an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), etc. The processor module

60 may include various special purpose processors such as encoders, queue processing

modules, base band processors, radio head controllers, digital signal processors (DSPs), and

the like.

| I09 According to the architecture of FIG. .0 , the base station 5-d may further include

a communications management module 30. The communications management module

30 may manage communications with other base stations 105. The communications



management module may include a controller and/or scheduler for controlling

communications with UEs in cooperation with other base stations 5 For example, the

communications management module ! 30 may perform scheduling for transmissions to UEs

5 and/or various interference mitigation techniques such as beamforming and/or joint

transmission

The detailed description set forth above in connection with the appended drawings

describes exemplary embodiments and does not represent the only embodiments that may be

implemented or that are within the scope of the claims. The term "exemplary" use

throughout this description means "serving as an example, instance, or illustration," and not

"preferred" or "advantageous over other embodiments. ' The detailed description includes

specific details for the purpose of providing an understanding of the described techniques.

These techniques, however, may be practiced without these specific details. In some

instances, well-known sinictures an devices are shown in block diagram form in order to

avoid obscuring the concepts of the described embodiments .

] Information and signals may be represented using any of a . variety of different

technologies and techniques. For example, data, instructions, commands, information,

signals, bits, symbols, and chips that may be referenced throughout the above description

ma be represented by voltages, currents, electromagnetic waves, magnetic fields or particles,

optical fields or particles, or any combination thereof.

0112] The various illustrative blocks and modules described in connection with the

disclosure herein may be implemented or performed with a general-purpose processor, a

digital signal processor (DSP), an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field

programmable gate array ( P A or other programmable logic device, discrete gate or

transistor logic, discrete hardware components, or any combination thereof designed to

perform the functions described herein. A general-purpose processor may be a

microprocessor, but in the alternative, the processor may be any conventional processor,

controller, microcontroller, or state machine. A processor may also be implemented as a

combination of computing devices, e.g., a combination of a DSP and a microprocessor,

multiple microprocessors, one or more microprocessors in conjunction with a DSP core, or

an other such configuration.



{0 .1 The functions described herein may be implemented in hardware,

software/firmware, or combinations thereof, f implemented in software/firmware , the

functions may be stored on or transmitted over as one or more instructions or code on a

computer-readable medium. Other examples and implementations are withi the scope and

spirit of the disclosure and appended claims. For example, due to the nature of

software/firmware, functions described above can be implemented using software/firmware

executed by, e.g.. a processor, hardware, hardwiring, or combinations thereof. Features

implementing functions ma also be physically located at various positions, including being

distributed such that portions of functions are implemented at different physical locations.

Also, as used herein, including in the claims, "or" as used in a list of items prefaced by "at

least one of indicates a disjunctive st such that, for example, a list of at least one of A, B,

or C" means or B or C or A or AC or BC o ABC ' (i.e., A and 8 and € )

[0 ] Computer-readable media includes both computer storage media a d

communication media including any medium that facilitates transfer of a computer program

from one place to another. A storage medium may b any available medium that can be

accessed by a general-purpose or special-purpose computer. By way of example, and not

limitation, computer-readable media ca comprise RAM, ROM, EEP O CD-ROM or

other optical disk storage, magnetic dis storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any

other medium that can be used to carry or store desired program code means in the form of

instructions or data structures and that can be accessed by a general-purpose or special-

purpose computer, or a general-purpose or special-purpose processor. Also, a ty connection

is properly termed a computer-readable medium. For example, if the software/firmware is

transmitted from a website, server, or other remote source using a coaxial cable, fiber optic

cable, twisted pair, digital subscriber line (DSL), or wireless technologies such as infrared,

radio, and microwave, then the coaxial cable, fiber optic cable, twisted pair, DSL, or wireless

technologies such as infrared, radio, and microwave are included in the definition of medium.

Disk and disc, as used herein, include compact disc (CD), laser disc, optical disc, digital

versatile disc (DVD), floppy disk and B -ray disc where disks usually reproduce data

magnetically, while discs reproduce data optically with lasers. Combinations of the above

are also included within the scope of computer- eadable media

The previous description of the disclosure is provided to enable a person skilled in

the art to make or use the disclosure. Various modifications to the disclosure will be readily



apparent to those skilled n the art, and the generic principles defined herein may be applied

to other variations without departing from the spirit or scope of the disclosure. Throughout

this disclosure the term "example" or "exemplary" indicates an example or instance and does

not imply or require any preference for the noted example. Thus, the disclosure is not to be

limited to the examples and designs described herein but is to be accorded the widest scope

consistent with the principles and novel features disclosed herein.



CLAIMS

1. A method for coordinating time division duplex (TDD) uplink-

downlink (UL-DL) configuration for a cell cluster of a wireless communications network,

compri sing

selecting, at a cell in the cell cluster, a provisional TDD UL-DL configuration

for a subsequent TDD frame;

determining a configuring cell, from a set of eligible cells, or a transmission

opportunity associated with UL-DL configuration for the subsequent TDD frame, the se of

eligible cells including the cell and at least one other ce l in the cell cluster; and

transmitting, if the cell is the configuring cell, the provisional TDD UL-DL

configuration fo the subsequent TDD frame in the transmission opportunity.

2. The method of claim , wherein determining the configuring el

comprises:

determining the configuring cell based on a leas t one of a pseudo-random,

relative load, available capacity, fairness, priority, or tokenized function based at least in part

on cell identifiers of the se of eligible cells,

3 . The method of claim , further comprising:

receiving, if the cell is not the configuring cell, TDD UL-DL configuration

for the subsequent TDD frame from the configuring cell; and

utilizing the TD UL-DL configuration for the subsequent TDD frame.

4. The method of c Iai 3, further comprising:

transmitting an acknowledgement of the received TDD UL-DL configuration.

5 The method of claim 4, wherein the TDD UL-DL configuration is

received within a gap period between downlink and uplink subframes of a TDD frame and

the acknowledgement is transmitted within a subsequent gap period within the TDD frame.

6. The method of claim 4, wherein the acknowledgement comprises the

received TDD UL-D configuration.



7 The method of claim wherein the transmission opportunity

comprises a transmission opportunity within a TDD frame immediately preceding the

subsequent TDD frame.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the transmission opportunity

comprises a gap period between downlink and uplink transmission portions of a subframe of

the TDD frame.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining the set of eligible cells based at east in par on eligible intervals

and holdoff periods for cell of the cell cluster.

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising:

determining that the cell is i the set of eligible cells for a predetermined

number of additional TDD frames based at least in part on determining that the cell is the

configuring cell.

! . Th method of claim 9, wherein the holdoff periods for cel ls of the

cluster comprise a same value for all cells of the cluster.

2 . The method of claim 9 wherein eligible intervals for cells of the eel!

cluster are based at least in part on loading metrics of the cells.

13. The method of clai wherein the transmitting comprises;

transmitting an orthogonal sequence based on a . cell identifier of the ce l.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein a cyclic shift of the orthogonal

sequence is associated with one TDD UL- DL configuration of a set of predefined TDD L-

DL configurations for the wireless communications network.

. A method for communicating time division duplex (TDD) uplink-

downlink (UL-DL) configurations between cells of a cell cluster of a wireless

communications network, comprising;



generating, at a cell of the ce cluster, an orthogonal sequence encoded with a

eel! identifier of the eel! a d an UL-DL configuration for a subsequent frame of a TDD

carrier; and

transmitting, to at least one cell of the ce l cluster, the orthogonal sequence

during a first special subframe of a fi rst frame of the TDD carrier.

16. The method of claim J5, further comprising:

receiving, from the at least one cell, an acknowledgement of reception of the

orthogonal sequence by the at least one cell wherein the acknowledge ent is received during

a second special subframe of the first fr ame

17. The method of claim 16. wherein the received acknowledgement

comprises an orthogonal acknowledgement sequence, the orthogonal acknowledgement

sequence encoded with the UL-DL configuration.

18. The method of claim 15, further comprising:

receiving, from the at least one cell, an acknowledgement of reception o f the

orthogonal sequence by the at least one cell during a second special subframe of a second

frame subsequent to the first frame.

1 The method of claim 5, wherein transmitting the orthogonal sequence

comprises;

transmitting the orthogonal sequence within a gap period between downlink

and uplink transmission portions of the first special subframe.

20. The method of claim. 15, wherein a cyclic shift of the orthogonal

sequence is associated with the UL-DL configuration.

2 . An apparatus for coordinating time division duplex (TDD) p ink-

downlink (UL-DL) configuration for a cell cluster of a wireless communications network,

comprising:

means for selecting, at a cell in the cell cluster, a provisional TDD UL-DL

configuration for a subsequent TDD frame;

means for determining a configuring cell, from a set. of eligible cells, for

transmission opportunity associated with UL-DL configuration for the subsequent TDD



frame, the set of eligible cells including the cel and at least one other eel in the cell cluster;

and

mea s for transmitting, if the ce l is the configuring cell, the provisional TDD

UL-DL configuration for the subsequent TDD frame in the transmission opportunity.

22 The apparatus of claim , wherein the means for determin ing the

configuring cell comprises:

means for determining the configuring cei l based on at least one of a pse do-

random, reiative load, available capacity, fairness, priority, or tokenized function based at

least in part on cell identifiers of the se of eligible cells.

23. The apparatus of claim 2 further comprising:

means for receiving, if the cell is not the configuring cell, a TDD UL-DL

configuration for the subsequent TDD frame from the configuring cell; and

means for utilizing the TDD UL-DL configuration for the subsequent TDD

frame.

24. The apparatus of claim 23 further comprising:

means for transmitting an acknowledgement of the received TDD UL-DL

configuration

25. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the transmission opportunity

comprises a transmission opportunity within a TDD rame immediately preceding the

subsequent TDD frame.

26. The apparatus of claim 2 i , further comprising:

means for determining the set of eligible cells based a least in part on eligible

intervals and holdoff periods for cells of the cell cluster.

27. The apparatus of claim , wherein the means for transmitting

comprises:

means for transmitting an orthogonal sequence based on a cell identifier of the

cell.



28 An apparatus for communicating time division duplex (TDD) up n -

downlink (UL-DL) configurations between cells of a cell cluster of a wireless

communications network, comprising:

means for generating, a a cell of the cell c luster an orthogonal sequence

encoded with a cell identifier of the cell and an UL-DL configuration for a subsequent frame

of a TDD carrier; and

means for transmitting, to at least one cell of the cel cluster, the orthogonal

sequence during a first special subframe of a first frame of the TDD carrier.

29. The apparatus of claim 28, further comprising:

means for receiving, from the at least o e cell, an acknowledgement: of

recept n of the orthogonal sequence by th a least one cell during a second spec l subframe

of the first frame.

30. Th apparatus of claim 28, further comprising:

means for receiving, from the at least one cell, an acknowledgement of

reception of the orthogonal sequence by the at least one cel during a second special subframe

of a second frame subsequent to the first frame.

3.1 . The apparatus of claim 28, wherein the means for transmitting the

orthogonal sequence comprises:

means for transmitting the orthogonal sequence within a gap period between

downlink and uplink transmission portions of the first special subframe.

32. The apparatus of claim 28. wherein cyclic shift of the orthogonal

sequence is associated with the UL-DL configuration.

33. A computer program product for coordinating time division duplex

(TDD) uplink-downiink (UL-DL) configuration for a cell cluster of a wireless

communications network, comprising:

a non-transitory computer-readable medium comprising;

code for causing a computer to select, at cell the cell cluster, a

provisional TDD UL-DL configuration fo a subsequent TDD frame:



code for causing the computer to determine a configuring ce l!, from a

set of eligible cells, for a transmission opportunity associated with UL-DL

configuration for the subsequent TDD frame, the se of eligible cells including the cell

and at least one other cel in the cell cluster; and

code for causing the computer to transmit, if the cell s the configuring

cell, the provisional TDD UL-DL configuration for the subsequent TDD frame in the

transmission opportunity.

34. The computer program product of claim 33, wherein the non-transitory

computer-readable medium further comprises:

code for causing the computer to determine the configuring cell based on at

least one of a pseudo-random, relative load, available capacity, fairness, priority, or tokenized

function based a least in part on cell identifiers of the set of eligible ce ls

3 The computer program product of claim 33, wherein the non-transitory

computer-readable medium further comprises:

code for causing the computer to receive, if the ceil is not the configuring cell,

a TDD UL-DL configuration for the subsequent TDD frame from the configuring cell; and

code for causing the computer to utilize the TDD UL-DL configuration for the

subsequent TDD frame

36. The computer program product of claim 33, wherein the transmission

opportunity comprises a transmission opportunity within a TDD frame immediately

preceding the subsequent TDD frame,

37, The computer program product of clai 33, wherein the non-transitory

computer-readable medium further comprises:

code for causing the computer to determine the set of eligible cells based at

leas in part on eligible intervals and holdoff periods for ce s of the ce l cluster.

38. The computer program product of claim 33, wherein the no -transitory

computer-readable medium further comprises:

code fo causing the compute to transmit an orthogonal sequence based on a

ce l identifier of the cell.



39. A computer program product fo communicating time division duplex

(TDD) uplink-downlink (UL-DL) configurations between cells of a cell cluster of a wireless

communications network, comprising:

a no -transitory computer-readable medium comprising:

code for causing a computer to generate, at a cell of t e cell cluster, an

orthogonal sequence encoded with a cell identifier of the ceil and an UL-DL

configuration for a subsequent frame of a TDD carrier; and

code for causing the computer to transmit, to at least one cell of the

cell cluster, the orthogonal sequence during a first special subframe of a fi rst frame of

the TDD carrier

40. The computer program product of claim 39, wherein the no -transitory

computer-readable medium further comprises:

code for causing the computer to receive, from the at least one cell an

acknowledgement of reception of the ort hogonal sequence by the at least one eel! during a

second special subframe of the first frame.

. The computer program product of claim 39, wherein the non-transitory

computer-readable medium further comprises:

code for causing the computer to receive, from the at least one ce l an

acknowledgement of reception of the orthogonal sequence by the at least one ce during a

second special subframe of a second frame subsequent to the first frame

42. The computer program product of claim 39, wherein the non-transitory

computer-readable medium further comprises:

code fo causing the computer to transmit the orthogonal sequence within a

gap period between downlink and upl in transmission portions of the first special subframe.

43. A .communications device for coordinating time division duplex (TDD)

uplink-downlink (UL-DL) configuration for a ce l cluster of a wireless communications

network, comprising:

at least one processo configured to:

select, at a cell in the ceil cluster, a provisional TDD UL-DL

configuration for a subsequent TDD frame;



determine a configuring cell, from a set of eligible cells, for a

transmission opportunity associated w th UL-DL configuration for the subsequent

TDD frame, the set of eligible cells including the cell and at least one other cell in the

cel cluster; and

transmit, if the cell is the configuring cell, the pro visional TDD UL-DL

configuration for the subsequent TDD frame in the transmission opportunity.

44. The communications device of im 43, wherein the at least one

processor is further configured to:

determine the configuring cei based on at least one of a pseudo-random,

relative load, available capacity, fairness, priority, or tokenized function based at least in part.

on cell identifiers of the set of eligible cells.

1 45. The communications device of claim 43, wherein the a least one

processor is further configured to:

receive, if the cell is not the configuring cell, a TD UL-DL configuration or

the subsequent TDD frame from the configuring cell; and

utilize the TDD UL-DL configuration for the subsequent TDD frame.

46. The communications device of claim 43, wherein the transmission

opportunity comprises a transmission opportunity within TDD frame immediately

preceding the subsequent TDD frame.

1 47. The communications device of claim 43 wherein the at least one

processor is further configured to:

determine the set of eligible cells based at least in part on eligible intervals and

holdoff periods for cells of the cell cluster.

1 48. The communications device of claim 43. wherein the a least on

processor is further configured to:

transmit an orthogonal sequence based on a cell identifier of the ce .

1 49 A communications device for communicating time division duplex

(TDD) uplink-downiink (UL-DL) configurations between cells of a cell cluster of a wireless

communications network, comprising:



at least one processor configured to:

generate, at a cell of the cel cluster, an orthogonal sequence encoded

w th a cell identifier of the cell and an UL-DL configuration for a subsequent frame of

a TDD carrier; and

transmit, to at. least o cel of the cell cluster the orthogonal sequence

during a first special subframe of a first frame of the TDD carrier.

50. The communications device of im 49, wherein the at least one

processor is further configured to:

receive, from the at least one ceil, an acknowledgement of reception of the

orthogonal sequence by the at least one cell during a second special subframe of the first

frame.

5 . The communications device of claim 49, wherein the at least one

processor is further configured to:

receive, from the at least one cell, a acknowledgement of reception of the

orthogonal sequence by the at least one cell during a second special subfra ie of a second

frame subsequent to the first frame.

52. The communications device of claim 49, wherein the at least one

processor is further configured to

transmit the orthogonal sequence within a gap period between downlink and

uplink transmission portions of the first special sub rame
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